
It’s Time for Adventure! 

The Adventure Time Card Game 
Mathmatical! 

 

Rules 
Grab a buddy and beat them senseless with your new and better friends from Adventure TIme. 
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Overview 
Grab your two best buddies from Adventure Time and hold up in your base, because its time to 
battle. Your enemy has a base and two Adventurers of their own. Go on Adventures, find phat 
loot to use as equipment, and change the game with events. May the best lumps win! 
 
Note: 
Floop /floop/ 
verb:    

1. To turn a card sideways, showing that it has been used that turn and  
cannot be used again until it is unflooped next 

2. To “tap” a card 
 
Ex: “I floop the pig!” 
 

Antonyms:  
unfloop - to turn a card vertically from a sideways position 

Quick Start Rules 
 

● Each Player chooses two Adventurers and a Base. 
● Each Player starts with two Events, two Adventures, and 1 Equipment. Play the 

equipment, the others go in your hand (max hand size of 5) 
● Roll to see who goes first 
● At the beginning of your turn, unfloop your cards. 
● Then Draw and Adventure Card. 
● Then roll for your Adventures by rolling two dice and adding any bonuses. If you roll 

equal or greater than the Adventure’s goal, you may claim the reward. 
● On your turn, floop an Adventurer to Attack, draw an Event, or use other effects 
● When attacking, roll two dice and add that Adventurer’s Atk value plus any other 

bonuses you may have. Compare it to the enemy’s base plus the defense value of any 
unflooped Adventurers they may have. If Atk => Def, the base receives one damage 

● Destroy the other player’s base to win. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rules 
Here are the rules. 

Objective 
The Objective of the game is to destroy the enemy’s base by attacking it with your two 
Adventurers. 

Getting Started 

Choosing Your Adventurers 
Before the game starts, each player must choose two Adventurers to be their best buddy team!  
 
Each Adventurer has: 

● Attack: How lethal your character is when attacking the enemy base 
● Defense: How much the character helps defend your base when being attacked. 
● Additional Abilities: Each character has different abilities and plays completley 

differently! 
 
Some Adventurers thematically work better together, others have ability boosts when paired 
with the right people, but don’t be afraid to mix and match!  
 
With 8 different characters, there are over 20,000 combinations ( or 27). MATHMATICAL! 
 
The characters to choose from are: 

● Finn 
● Jake 
● BMO 
● Marceline 
● Princess Bubblegum 
● Lumpy Space Princess 
● Lady Rainicorn 
● The Ice King 

 
Any disputes over characters can be solved through a wrestling match. Or, by Rock, Paper, 
Scissors. Or a coin, that works too. 

Choosing Your Base 
In addition to choosing Adventurers, you must choose a Base. This is your new home and HQ 
and you must defend it from your opponent! 
 
 



Each Base has: 
● Defense: How difficult it is to damage the base 
● Health: How much damage the base can take until it is destroyed, and you loose! 
● Additional Abilities: Like Adventurers, each Base has rules to change how you play the 

game! 
 
Use your noggin! Each Base has a style of play, mix and match Adventurers and bases to find a 
combination and strategy that fits you best! 
 
The bases to choose from are: 

● Jake and Finn’s Tree Fort 
● Princess BUbblegum’s Castle 
● Marceline’s House 
● Ice King’s Castle 
● Lumpy Space 
● The Library 
● Lady Rainicorn’s House 

Setting Up The Playing Field 
Meh, set it up however you want. 
Just have Adventurers and Bases in front of you, and have the other decks within reach! 

Opening Shtuff! 
After everything is setup, each player: 

1. Draws two event cards 
2. Draws two Adventure cards 
3. Draws 3 equipment cards and chooses 1 to put into play. Once everyone has chosen an 

equipment, shuffle all the unwanted equipment back into the deck. 
 
Don’t know what those cards mean? Well that conveniently brings us to: 

Gameplay Cards 
In addition to your characters and bases, there are 3 decks of cards to help you defeat your 
opponent! These are decks that both players may draw from. 

Adventures 
Adventures are Adventurers best friends! You may send one of your Adventurers on an 
Adventure to find some awesome weapons (equipment) or learn a thing or two about life or 
something (events). 
 
 
 



Adventures have some stats: 
● Goal: The minimum you must roll to complete the adventure! 
● Bonus: The Bonus you add to your roll. Things like Atk and Def are based off of the 

Adventurer currently on the Adventure. 
● Reward: What you get for completing the adventure. PHAT LOOT! 

Events 
Events are cards with one time effects to change the game up from turn to turn. Events may 
repair damage to your base or add a bonus to a roll you’re about to make. Some get even more 
flippen awesome than that! 

Equipment 
Equipment, similar to Events, add bonuses to the game. However, unlike events, equipment 
stay in the game and can be used every turn! Some equipment can be flooped for an effect 
every turn and other equipment always has an effect! 
 
Whenever you draw an equipment card, you play it immediately. 
 
You may have up to 3 equipment in play at any time. If you receive more equipment after you 
have 3, you may replace your old equipment. Then, any unwanted equipment gets discarded. 

Taking Your Turn 
“When we have our kingdom set up, its time to start to play. FOR THE GLORY!” - Jake 

Taking Your Turn 
Turns look a little somethin’ like this: 

1. Unfloop your cards 
2. Draw an Adventure Card 
3. Roll for any Adventures you are currently Adventuring 
4. Have your Adventurers take their actions 
5. Discard Down to 5 

Adventuring 
After you unfloop your cards, you resolve any Adventures your Adventurers are currently 
Adventuring on. ADVENTURE! 
 
To roll for your Adventure you roll two dice and add the appropriate bonuses. If you get equal to 
or greater than the goal, you complete the Adventure!  
 
Before you roll, you may play +Adventuring events and us +Adventuring equipment. 
After you roll, you can use any reroll effects to reroll the dice. 
 



If you complete the Adventure, claim the rewards and your Adventurer returns unflooped. 
If you fail to complete your Adventure, you may keep your Adventurer flooped and try again next 
turn or you can abandon the Adventure and return the Adventurer unflooped. 

Adventurers’ Actions 
After you resolve your Adventuring Antics, you may have any unflooped Adventurers take an 
action. 

Attacking 
Adventurers may floop to attack your enemy’s base and deal some damages! 
 
To Attack, you roll two dice and add the Adventurer’s Atk to the roll. This total is compared to 
the opponent’s base’s defense plus the defense value of any unflooped Adventurers they have. 
If you meet or beat the Defense, you deal 1 damage to the base. 
 
Each player may play Event cards and use Equipment to modify their total before the dice are 
rolled. After the dice are rolled, rerolled effects may be played. 

Drawing an Event Card 
You may floop an Adventurer to draw an Event card from the deck. 

Defending 
You can choose to keep an Adventurer unflooped. If your opponent attacks, you add all 
unflooped Adventurer’s defense to your base’s defense. Doing nothing never was so useful! 

Other Options 
Some Equipment, events, and even characters have other effects that require you to floop an 
Adventurer. You can do those too on your turn. 

Discarding Down to 5 
At the end of your turn, if you have more than 5 cards in your hand (Events and Adventures) 
you must discard down to 5. 

Playing Event Cards 
You can play event cards any time during your turn with a few exceptions: 

1. You cannot add bonuses to a roll after you roll the dice. 
2. You cannot play event cards that say they must be played at a specific time when it is 

not that time. 

Your Opponent’s Turn 
Don’t fret, it may not be your turn, but you can still be a bombastic player and make some sweet 
plays! 



Defending 
When your opponent attacks, you are able to defend. Before they roll, you may play/use any 
events or equipment cards that would boost your defense. 

Other Events 
Some events say they must be played at a certain time and sometimes that certain time is a 
time during the opponent’s turn time. At that time, you can play those cards! 
 

Rolls and Bonuses 
When adding bonuses to a roll or defense, the bonus only lasts for the roll. These bonuses must 
also be added to an appropriate Adventurer. For example, you need an unflooped Adventurer to 
add +Def to. 

Damage 
Damage is tracked with the damage tokens. When your base takes a damage, drop a token on 
the base. 

About da Rules 
The rules are great but the cards are better! The rules on the cards trump these rules... 
Stupid cards. 
 
Follow the rules on the cards, they won’t steer you wrong! 
 

Glossary 

About Us 
This game was made by Jordan Ajlouni and Mike Rossi, two guys who would like to thank 
Pendleton Ward for our favorite show: Adventure Time. THANK YOU! 
 
We’d love to hear what you think about the game. Did you like it? What worked and what didn’t? 
This game was made in 48 hours so there was not that much time for playtesting. We’d love to 
hear your feedback. 
 
Email Feedback to: 
AdventureTimeCardGame@gmail.com 
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